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NY'S #1 RATED TATTOO REMOVAL EXPERT

Clean Slate Laser

Today, more of us have tattoos than ever before, but from time to time, we are going to change our minds...

- Tattoo regret
- Getting rid of a ex’s name or bad memory
- Being unhappy with the quality of a tattoo
- or just wanting to make room for new tattoos
... ALL good reasons to consider tattoo removal.

New advancements in laser technology now make it possible to completely remove most tattoos, regardless of size or color.

Mary Garnett owns and operates Clean Slate Laser Tattoo Removal with 5 locations in NY & NJ. Clean Slate performs thousands of removals every year and has thousands of happy clients, including several celebrities, models and professional athletes. Mary is well known internationally as “The Best in the Business” when it comes to tattoo removal.

Come in for a free consultation. One of our professional laser experts will examine your tattoo, explain how everything works and answer any questions you may have.

LOCATIONS:
- White Plains, NY
- Manhattan, NY
- Huntington, NY
- Staten Island, NY
- Wayne, NJ

Contact:
Call: (914)-949-7943
Text: (914)-217-7987
email: info@cleanslatelaser.com
Website: www.cleanslatelaser.com